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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY
Orders from above killed the FBI/DOJ/Pornography Research Task Force in 1983. Today’s “Missing & Abducted”
center does not provide pornography linkage data while, despite a body of glaring causal verification, the FBI and DoJ
ignore “adult” pornography as crime site evidence. The following few pages document what happened when, almost 30 years
ago, I identified “soft” pornography and sexology as causal in the growing sexual abuse of children.
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NOTE, our DoJ/FBI/Law enforcement task force was to study, “The effect that pornography and sexology may have
upon societal violence in general and juvenile exploitation and abuse in particular.” This is of “immediate concern,”
requiring “coordination ….across the criminal justice spectrum….OJARS, NIJ, DOJ and FBI…” The spike had to be
very, very, high up to eliminate this child protective FBI and DoJ pornography/sexology Task Force program.
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I was first on the schedule, in order to establish the history and the conditioning process to which the nation was
subjected by “soft” pornography and its handmaidens in the bogus sexology profession. My presentation ran over to
11:00. I was later asked to record an FBI training video (2 hours) for agents. After my lecture, the FBI immediately
divested from the sales of Playboy and Penthouse in their Quantico retail store.
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I have the blue-ribbon list of 23 attendees, heads of state police, star medical examiners, academe, and Rodger DePue,
FBI Behavior Science Dpt head and his world famous tracking team. Our Task Force was spiked.
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After killing our Serial Murder Task Force the effort to spike my study shifted to three congressional
show trials mounted to discredit both me and the data on “soft” pornography harm. In 1990 during legal
discovery of the Kinsey Institute files I found the Kinsey Institute and Playboy had organized the
congressional and media attack on my work. As noted below, Bantam Books, the Assoc. of American
Publishers control “well over three-fourths of books” (see in the letter below), etc. They used their control to
say their defense of “free speech” justified wholesale censorship of any academic study that would expose the
role of pornography and sexology in pandemic sexual crimes against children and women.
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In the Reader’s Digest, “Dr Ruth” says she doesn’t care if
Kinsey was a fraud, “correct” or not, “Without him I
wouldn’t be Dr. Ruth.” Indeed, as the creator of the
sexuality “profession” as a field, Kinsey created all
sexologists, those who testify and who have testified in
our courts on every aspect of sex from pornography to
abortion to sex education to marriage and the family.

My research was of especial concern because it did NOT focus only on the “hard” pornography of
Hustler et al, but on the “softest” material that was addicting our elite males and females, boys and
girls. Since Hugh Hefner, as a virgin college student read Kinsey and determined that he had been lied
to all his life, that American morality was “hypocrisy” writ large, Hefner determined to be “Kinsey’s
pamphleteer.” The data showed that unless the public was alerted immediately, we would find
“harder” and more violent pornography would be needed, especially child pornography. Copy-cat sex
crimes against women and children would radically escalate.
Below, in his letter “To Whom It May Concern,” Robert Sweet, as former director of the US Dpt of
Justice, Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, testified “without hesitation” that my
study Images of Children, Crime & Violence in Playboy, Penthouse and Hustler, 1989, US Dpt of
Justice, Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Grant No. 84-JN-AX-K007 was excellent,
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based on his careful review. He clearly said that despite the efforts of the sex industry to discredit my
study, they have not shown my “findings to be incorrect or methodologically flawed—in even the
smallest detail.”
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The British, award winning Yorkshire Television documentary (below) was also censored from all of
American television.
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KINSEY shaped a Sexology
Profession that would radically change
USA and western laws and public
policies and subsequently, sociosexual
behavior

A brief skeleton outline of the
conditioning process for sex, as well as
licit and illicit drug addiction.
Now, beyond sexual crimes, the fallout
from sexual promiscuity can be
measured in terms of medical and
chemical, pharmacological
interventions.
Big Pharma provides impotence aids,
(defined as “Erectile Dysfunction”)
abortion chemicals and other supports, a
search for the female Viagra, and a
growing plethora of STD vaccines to be
mandated for all children.
And, no less an authority as the British medical
journal, The Lancet, found my study of Kinsey to be
methodologically sound and my findings to be
accurate.
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